The Medical Student Section hosted its Fall meeting at the Courtyard Marriott in Westbury Long Island. Ten schools (Albert Einstein, New York Medical College, NYITCOM, Rochester, SUNY Upstate, Stonybrook, Touro Harlem, Touro Middletown, & Zucker/Hofstra) were in attendance. Dr. Rothberg spoke to the medical student assembly about the MSSNY pillars of engagement, wellness, and advocacy. School sections reported on and discussed their recruitment efforts. MSS Advocacy Committee Chair has been organizing voter registration drives and is in the process of setting up meetings for MSSNY medical students with NY legislators at their home district offices. MSS Programming Chair is organizing Naloxone training for medical students. MSS Recruitment Chair is working to increase recruitment at schools that have no or low recruitment numbers. The MSS elected its Councilor for 2019-20 as well as Delegates and Alternate Delegates to the MSSNY HOD 2019. On October 16, the MSS held a resolution review conference call of AMA-MSS Interim resolutions. Twelve school sections were in attendance.